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1. Welcome and Introductions
Susie welcomed everyone to the meeting, mentioning that Anna Birney could only attend
for the beginning of the meeting and therefore the session would start with her
presentation. Susie also stated that the newly appointed Conveners would be joining briefl y
part way through session to introduce themselves.
2. Systems Change Approach - Four Pathways, Three portals
Anna Birney outlined how systems change thinking can be incorporated throughout the
Assembly using the iceberg model. Anna explained that Weeke nds One and Two would be

an introduction to systems change thinking using historical examples and systems mapping
activities. Over the course of Weekends Three and Four, assembly members will explore
four different scenario pathways across three streams. They will be able to discuss different
interventions that are compatible with the different scenario pathways and also the trade off between different interventions.
In the following discussion, Kaela confirmed that the assembly members would be randomly
stratified to each stream and that facilitators would encourage members to look at all levels
(across the iceberg). The Stewarding Group raised concerns over the amount of material
that will be covered. Jamie responded stating that the Secretariat had rece ntly purchased
TalentLMS, an online platform that would be used to share additional material to aid the
learning journey. The Secretariat also shared that two climate psychologist have been
approached to create material and provide additional support for any Members with ecoanxiety.
4. Conveners
Susie introduced the Assembly’s newly appointed Conveners, Josh Littlejohn and Ruth
Harvey. Josh Littlejohn is is the founder of Social Bite, a social enterprise that is dedicated to
helping end homelessness in Scotland. Ruth Harvey is Leader of the Iona Community, a
group of people from different walks of life and different traditions within Christianity. Susie
reminded everyone that the appointments had not yet been made public and requested the
Stewarding Group do not share the news yet. Both Josh and Ruth expressed their
excitement at joining the Assembly and their willingness to empower assembly members.
5. Research
Susie informed the Stewarding Group that Nick Bland’s research team were moving forward
and were hoping to secure consent from the assembly members soon. Susie expressed
concern over presenting the members with too much work before the first weekend and
asked for advice on when to introduce a baseline survey. The Stewarding Group suggested
that the survey should be rich but preferably short (around 5 minutes) and should be issued
a few days before the first weekend (with a deadline 24 hours before the first session).
Susie mentioned that Ragne Low, another researcher, is looking at how in general citizens’
assemblies effect policies and would like to interview members from the Stewarding Group.
If any Stewarding Group member would not like their details shared with Ragne please let
Anna Santucci know. Also, Ragne will likely be observing a Stewarding Group meeting in the
future.
6. Observers Program
The Assembly will be running an observers program, where viewers will have access to the
evidence sessions and the option to chat to speakers on a Sunday e vening Zoom call. Susie
emphasised that no observers will have direct access to assembly members. Each
Stewarding Group member will be offered five tickets to share with their organisation. The
Secretariat will also invite other stakeholders and interest groups. Additionally, the public
can ask to join the program via a signup sheet on the website.
7. Weekend One Design

Kaela shared a draft of the Assembly design, highlighting that once the content details have
been finalised by the Evidence Group it will be further populated. The Stewarding Group
questioned the quality and evenness of skills across the facilitation team. Kaela informed
them a dedicated trained team had been assembled. She also noted that scribes would not
be used for the first two meetings, but may be later. Additionally, Kaela stressed that in later
sessions there would be more opportunity for members to share across their groups in
plenary sessions. The Stewarding Group requested the opportunity to scrutinize the voting
process at a later meeting.
8. AOB
Susie thanked those who had already begun promoting the Assembly and the Dialogue
online.
Susie closed the meeting and wished Kaela and Iain the best of luck for the first weekend.

